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TESTING PROCESS
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To start receiving live orders from Sears, you will need 
to complete their barcode label testing

The testing process is detailed in this document and is 
outlined below

Verify GS1 prefix with Sears

Submit payment to test labels,

Complete training on label testing site

Submit digital label

Submit physical version on label once digital label passes



LOGIN TO SEARS LABEL TESTING SITE
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Your login information will be sent to you in an email 
from startup@searshc.com

The email will have your login information formatted like 
the example below:

Login to https://barcode.searshc.com/ 
Passwords are case sensitive 
ID: XXXXXXX
Password: XXXXX



STEP 1: GS1 VERIFICATION
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The first thing you will need to do is verify your GS1 prefix



GS1 PREFIX CERTIFICATE EXAMPLE
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You will need to email this to SHClabel@searshc.com



STEP 2: SUBMIT PAYMENT
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After you have verified your GS1 prefix with 
Sears, you will need to submit payment to test 

Each connection with Sears that needs to be 
tested will cost $150 and allows an unlimited 
number of tests



STEP 3: ONLINE TRAINING
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First, select the label you need to test. If you are only 
working with one division, you will only have one choice

Example:



STEP 3: ONLINE TRAINING
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Review all 
information 
and then 
choose next



STEP 3: ONLINE TRAINING
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Review all information and then choose next



STEP 3: ONLINE TRAINING
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Choose label type depending on your flow path 

Actual label examples may vary slightly from the image 
options on the screen

If you have a flow path that is not mentioned on the next 
slide, please contact your implementation analyst



STEP 3: ONLINE TRAINING
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Sears Holdings Corporation or RIM D2S 

Sears RIM DC

Sears Holdings Corporation DC



STEP 3: ONLINE TRAINING
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Review the topics below and choose next 



STEP 4: TEST DIGITAL SAMPLE
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You will now need to verify your GS1-128 or SSCC-18
To do this, you can follow the instructions provided. 
The GS1-128 or SSCC-18 information will be on the 
test label provided to you



STEP 4: TEST DIGITAL SAMPLE
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Once your GS1-128 
or SSCC-18 is 
saved, you will be 
able to upload your 
label

This label will be 
given to you by your 
implementation 
analyst in the setup 
complete email



STEP 4: TEST DIGITAL SAMPLE
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To upload your label, 
you will first need to 
find it using the 
Browse button

Once you have done 
this, click the green 
plus sign to add you 
label



STEP 4: TEST DIGITAL SAMPLE
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Once you click the 
green plus button 
your label will appear

Now, click submit

Please let us know 
the results of your 
test



STEP 4: TEST DIGITAL SAMPLE

Within 2 business days you will hear your results. 

Please let us know the results of your test
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Once digital label testing has passed Sears will 
require a physical copy of this label

They will provide details on this step



TESTING COMPLETE

Once the physical label has passed you will just need to wait 
for Sears to start sending live orders

If you have any questions during this process, please ask your 
implementation analyst
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